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A. OVERVIEW
Introduction
To help with making data-driven decisions, the division of Assessment, Planning and Continuous Improvement
(APCI) produces annual Fall enrollment reports that analyze enrollment trends based on demographics, location,
program, degrees and student status over the prior year and the past five Fall semesters. APCI includes only fall
semester data in enrollment reporting because the fall semester has traditionally produced the largest, most
reliable enrollment data out of all semesters. This large body of data helps the College and community to better
understand who FLCC students are, where students attending FLCC come from and what programs students are
most interested in pursuing. This data also serves as a marker for how enrollment trends typically continue
throughout the winter, spring and summer semesters, helping to guide future decision making at the College.
In an effort to provide a more comprehensive and ultimately better understanding of enrollment outcomes at
FLCC, changes were made to how enrollment data was reported in this report from previous years reporting.
What is new?
A one-year percent change column was added to compare data between Fall 2017 and Fall 2018 throughout the
report. One-year percent change data provides a rough snapshot of how outcomes have either improved or not
improved from the previous fall. To gain a better understanding of program outcomes, programs were sorted in
descending order by one-year percent change in this report (see the Degrees section). Additionally, when
combining one-year percent change data with percent change data from the past five falls the data helps to
better tell the story of where enrollment is trending. For instance if a particular demographic shows that there
was a decrease from Fall 2017 to Fall 2018, but overall, there was an increase over the past five Falls, it may show
that there was a steady increase in enrollment and has since reached its enrollment peak.
A student retention chart also has been added for the last five fall cohorts of 2013 to 2017.
What has changed?
After a thorough examination of the concurrent or “dual” enrollment student sub-population, the decision was
made to disaggregate high school and home-schooled students into three sub-groups:
1) Those taking FLCC courses and zero Gemini courses
2) Those taking a mix of FLCC courses and Gemini courses
3) Those taking only Gemini courses or “100% Gemini”
The sub-group with high school/home schooled students taking 100% Gemini courses was excluded from some
areas of this report, as students in this sub-group take high school courses for FLCC credits which does not impact
major College enrollment outcomes. Areas of this report where data from this sub-group were excluded are
noted with a disclaimer, “Excludes students taking 100% Gemini courses (FLCC credit offered via high school
courses)”. There are a few students who do take credit-bearing courses at an FLCC location or online, so they are
included throughout the report unless otherwise indicated. As a result of this change, there will be slightly higher
totals for each demographic and sub-population in this year’s Fall Enrollment report than in last year’s report.
Review the infographic on page 5 that provides an overview of this major change.
Additionally, the cross-reference charts of the EOP (Educational Opportunity Program), first-generation, and
students of color sub-group populations chart was excluded from this report. The multiple variables within these
sub-groups is best communicated in an interactive way, and APCI is currently working on debuting this
information through dashboards.
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Key Findings
The data presented in this report helps us to better understand trends in enrollment at FLCC and gain a clearer
picture of who the students we serve are. While there is a lot of information that can be taken away from this
report, it is important to remember that these data represent a particular point in time and are continually
changing. With that said, the data serves to spark interesting and thought-provoking discussions around
enrollment at FLCC.
1) Overall, there has been a steady decline in enrollment, both in headcount and Full-Time Equivalent (FTE),
which is based on the state formula as number of total credit hours divided by 30. Throughout this report,
there are notes indicating trends that diverge from this overall trend, whether in the form of increases or
decreases.
2) Fall-to-Fall Retention, measured as the proportion of a fall cohort who returns one year later, is 53% for
the Fall 2017 cohort, which is slightly higher than average for the last five fall cohorts (50%).
Disaggregating by credit status, retention is at 59% and 28% for full-time and part-time students,
respectively.
3) There were several new programs offered and programs that were discontinued in the past year. New AS 1
programs include Nutrition & Dietetics (active in Spring 2017), Kinesiology/Human Performance, and
Psychology. The program AAS 2 Hotel & Resort Management changed to Hospitality/Tourism Management
with three new tracks: Food and Beverage Management, Hotel and Resort Management, and Tourism
Management. The following programs were also discontinued: AS Tourism Management, AAS Tourism
Management, and CRT 3 Applied Computer Application.
4) Following the overall decline in enrollment, most programs saw a match in declining enrollment. What
stood out was a notable increase in the number of non-matriculation students (those not enrolled in a
program and not dually enrolled in a high school or home school program) to 417 students, a 57%
increase from the prior fall. It is also important to note that this subgroup does fluctuate when examining
the last five years.
5) Our dual enrollment 4 student population is changing. Gemini 5 course enrollment has reached its peak and
is beginning a slow decline, which coincides with the slightly decreasing high school population size in the
state of New York 6. However, there is a notable increase in this population taking more courses at an FLCC
campus location or online.
6) Part-time enrollment has seen an increase as a proportion of the student body. Over the last five falls,
there was an increase from 31% to 37% as full-time enrollment decreased from 69% to 63% of total
enrollment.
7) Students enrolling in at least one online course increased 18% from the prior fall and 9% over the last five
falls. In Fall 2018, 39% of students took online courses, up from 28% of students in 2014 (excluding
students who took only Gemini courses and no courses at another campus location or online).

Associate of Science
Associate of Applied Science
3
Certificate
4
Dual Enrollment refers to non-matriculated students who are currently enrolled in a high school or a homeschooling program while taking college courses.
5
Gemini courses refer to high school courses offered for FLCC credit.
6
New York State Education Department. https://data.nysed.gov/
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Fall 2017 & Fall 2018
Enrollment Reporting
In Fall 2017, APCI reported on FLCC's enrollment as it related to new, transfer, returning and continuing students. While
doing this helped to show enrollment outcomes with these bodies of students, it did not provide the best data as it
excluded some students who were taking credit-bearing courses at FLCC. Specifically, the report excluded all dual
enrollment which included high school/home-schooled students taking 100% Gemini credits, both Gemini and FLCC
credits and 100% FLCC Credits (courses offered at an FLCC location or online). In an effort to show a more clear picture
of enrollment at FLCC, APCI decided to include all dual enrollment, except for those taking 100% Gemini credits in the
Fall 2018 Enrollment Report. All previous Fall term data has been updated within the Fall 2018 Enrollment Report to
include said criteria.
Students taking 100% Gemini credits only receive high
school credit, and thus should not be included in the
College's enrollment reports. This infographic helps to
show differences between Fall 2017 and Fall 2018
enrollment reporting criteria.

FLCC
Total Enrollment

FALL 2017

FLCC
College
Students
(100% FLCC
Credits)

Dual
Enrollment

FALL 2018

100%
Gemini Credits

Both Gemini
and FLCC
Credits

100%
FLCC Credits
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Fall 2018 Enrollment Highlights
Student Fall Enrollment

5,956
total enrollment

99.6%

Student Proﬁle

3,716
FLCC enrollment
(excluding students taking 100% Gemini
courses)

hail from

55

of

62

63%

Full-Time

37%

Part-Time

(excluding students taking all Gemini courses)

counties in New York State

Student Status
Dually Enrolled High School
Students

3% 8%

Transfer

Returning

40%

14%

Dually Enrolled
High School

29%

increase over the last five falls

Continuing

(Dual Enrollment
includes high school & home
school students earning FLCC
credit through high schools
(Gemini) or at an FLCC location/
online)

21% New

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

87%
of FLCC students are from seven area counties

(excluding students taking all Gemini courses)
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Fall 2018 Enrollment Highlights
Student Body
(excluding students taking all
Gemini courses)

Gender Breakdown

56%
44%

female

Age Breakdown

12%

42%

19%

under 20

male

25 to 34

26% 20 to 24

Race & Ethnicity

17.3%
5.8%

over 34

Students of Color

Average Age:
Hispanic Students

24.1

22.1

Full-Time

27.7

Part-Time

Location

76%
students are male
(compared to 44%
FLCC average)

24.4%

39%

students are of color

(compared to 17% FLCC average)

of students are
taking at least
one online class

Academics

40%

31%

Associate
of Science

Applied Arts
& Sciences

1% Certificate
Associate of Arts

12%

15%

Non-Matriculated

92%
44%
28%

57%

increase (+23 students) in EMT
Paramedic (A.A.S.)
increase (+8 students) in
Nutrition and Dietetics (A.S.) -

implemented Spring 2017

increase (+76 students) in
Health Care Studies (A.S.) implemented Fall 2017
increase (+152 students) in nonmatriculation (excluding all dual
enrollment)
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From Fall 2013 to Fall 2018, there has been a markedly higher decrease in FTE compared to Headcount. Beginning
in 2016, the trend shows that the decrease in FTE has stabilized and is in alignment with the decrease in
Headcount. In the last year, Headcount decreased by -6.3% along with a -5.8% decrease in FTE.
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From Fall 2013 to Fall 2018, Student Headcount and FTE has decreased at the same rate, -25.5% and -27.3%,
respectively. Over the past year, there was a higher decrease in FTE (-5.0%) compared to Headcount (-2.3%).
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While there is a higher Gemini Student Headcount and FTE in Fall 2018 compared to Fall 2014, the trend shows an
inverted U-shape curve, indicating that the Gemini peak has been reached and is slowly declining, in line with a
slight shrinkage in high school class sizes.
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Overall, 53% of the 2017 Fall Cohort were retained and enrolled in the fall of 2018, including both first-time and
transfer students, which is at the higher end of the 48% to 53% range over the last five years. Disaggregating by
credit status, 59% of full-time students were retained along with 28% of part-time students.
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There is a trend of part-time students becoming a larger proportion of the student body. Over one year, there was
a 6.8% increase in headcount and the proportion of of part-time students has steadily increased from 31% to 37%
of the student population.
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The size of the pie charts shows the relative proportion of each student status group to the entire student body;
high school/home schooled students (also known as dually enrolled students) make up 40% of the student body
as the largest group, which also had the largest decrease of 281 students (-10.5%) from the previous year.
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B. DEGREES

The significant drop in enrollment in the Associate in Arts (AA) and increase in Associate in Science (AS) programs
is in large part due to the re-homing of AA Aspiring Nurses students to the AS Health Care Studies program, which
was established in the fall of 2017. There was also a significant increase in general non-matriculation enrollment.
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There was a notable 57% increase in general non-matriculated students, which does not include dual enrollment.
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There is a trend of increasing enrollment of high school/home schooled students at an FLCC location or online,
with an increase of 34.4% from Fall 2017.
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C. DEMOGRAPHICS
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From the previous two charts, there is a clear indicator that the older the student is, the more likely
they will be part-time. Also overall, there is a trend of increasing part-time enrollment with an increase
of 3.1% from 2017.
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In Fall 2018, there were slightly more female students (56%) than male students (44%). Female students were
also more likely to be part-time than male students. Both genders show an increase in part-time enrollment.
Overall, the proportions of female and male students did not change from Fall 2017.
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With the majority of the student body being female (56%), they were more likely to be over 20 years of age in Fall
2018. Overall, there was a decline in enrollment from the previous year across all gender/age groups, except for
female students ages 25-34, which there was an increase of 11.3%.
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In Fall 2018, students of color accounted for 17% of the student body, which is consistent with the past five falls.
However, a closer examination of students of color shows that there was a 5.1% increase (+31 students) from Fall
2017, compared to decreases of 3.7% and 3.8% in the white students and unknown groups, respectively.
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A closer look at students of color shows the breakdown of each race as a proportion of the students of color body.
Black or African American students have been the largest subgroup over the past five falls. There is also a a trend
of decline with this subgroup, which corresponds with the increase in students with two or more races as a
proportion of the students of color body.
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In Fall 2018, students who identified as Hispanic accounted for 6% of the student body, which is consistent with
the past five falls. However, a closer examination of Hispanic students shows that there was a 2.8% increase (+6
students) from Fall 2017, compared to decreases of 1.4% and 8.9% in the non-Hispanic students and unknown
groups, respectively.
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In Fall 2018, 9% of the student body identified as having a disability, and there has been a steady increase over
the past five falls. A closer examination of students with disabilities shows that there was an 8.3% increase (+25
students) from Fall 2017, compared to a decrease of 3.2% in students without disabilities.
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EOP students receive direct aid from grants that go towards their financial aid. Unfunded EOP students
are not receiving funds for the term, due to a variety of circumstances: exhausting their term limit for
direct aid funds (six semesters), change to part-time status, or due to their financial aid packaging.
Regardless of non-funding, these students are still considered in the EOP program.
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In Fall 2018, 32% of students identified as being the first in their family to attend college. This proportion has
remained relatively the same over the past five years, with a range of 32 to 35%.
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D. RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS

The majority of FLCC students come from Western New York, with small clusters in the New York City area.
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As fall enrollment has been declining, the proportions of locations from which students come have remained the
same. 87% of the student body (excluding pure Gemini students) come from the FLCC Service and Extended
Service areas of Ontario, Livingston, Monroe, Seneca, Steuben, Wayne, and Yates counties.
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Students residing in each county as a proportion of FLCC Service & Extended Areas have remained consistent over
the past five falls.
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Regardless of the number of Gemini students residing in more rural counties such as Seneca and Yates, the
Gemini population per capita in Wayne, Seneca, and Yates counties rank as the top three with 20% or higher.
This means that 20% of the high school population in these counties are taking Gemini courses.
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E. CAMPUS LOCATIONS

FLCC Area Counties include FLCC Service and Extended Service areas of Ontario, Livingston, Monroe, Seneca,
Steuben, Wayne, and Yates counties.
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The largest and lightest bubble signify that 326 students reside in the same zip code as the Main Campus, in the
town of Canandaigua. There are also small clusters of students coming from Buffalo and Syracuse.
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FLCC Area Counties include FLCC Service and Extended Service areas of Ontario, Livingston, Monroe, Seneca,
Steuben, Wayne, and Yates counties.
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As Online students make up nearly 40% of enrollment (excluding 100% Gemini students), these students are
more spread out with large and medium clusters located near the four campus locations.
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Students attending each campus location are concentrated in the same zip code as the campus location. The
darker a county is, the more students that reside there.
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The highest concentrations of students attending Geneva campus are found within Geneva and neighboring
towns.
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The highest concentration of students attending the Newark campus is also found residing in Newark, however,
there are also a few smaller clusters of students coming from further distances.
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The largest clusters of students attending Victor campus are also found residing in Victor. Out of the three
extension campus locations (Geneva, Newark, Victor), Victor students look to be the most spread out in terms of
home residence.
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The largest cluster of Gemini students (272) is located in the town of Canandaigua. There are also several large
clusters located in Wayne and Seneca counties. Each bubble represents a high school location, and the larger
bubbbles signify that there are more Gemini courses offered and/or there is a large high school student
population.
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The trend shows that there is a decrease in students attending courses at the main campus, which is countered
with an increase in students taking online classes. In 2014, 75% of students took at least one course at the main
campus; in 2018, that figure decreased to 68%. As for online students, in 2014, 28% of students took at least one
online course; in 2018, that figure went up to nearly 40% of all students.
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